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ANNOUNCEME NTS

This is HOUSE 0F L0RDS, a zeen by, for and about publishers and publishing, GMs and GMing. It runs no

games, and is now availabldpanyone. It is composed primarily of the thoughts of its publisher, and a great
many letters on topics relevant to publishing a dipzeen in the modern world. Most importantly, this is a

forum for those with experience to share the wealth.
This zeen also exists as a vehicle for several subzeens, when they wish to put in an appearance. l'le

have KINDER, KUCHE, UND KIRCHE -- an infozeen of the US/0GP 0rphan Service -- by Scott Hanson with a little
bit by me. Questions on KKK should go to Scott or me. Also, G0ING STEADY -- on the publisher's handbook --
by Mark Luedi, has been in here once or twice. That one appears to be dormant. See Markrs comments on

that topic later in this issue for more information.
You can get this zeen any number of ways, if you are a publisher or GM. l) Send me money or stamps,

and I will credit your account one issue per doIlar. Yes, this is another increase. Lifers rough. This
is obviously the least desirable method. 2) Set up a straight trade deal. 3) t'lrite! Anything that gets
published here wilI earn the writer from I to 3 free issues of HOL. lilost wil'l earn two. NonGMpubbers

have only one method of receiving HOL: pay $2.50 per issue. Think that's unreasonable? I do too, but I
also feel that since last issue cost me over $2 apiece, it's justifiable. Sorry to puncture the elite aura,
kids, but I just couldn't stand the aggravation any more.

The 1983 Dfpdom Census is completed, and now available from me for $1. It contains quite a few addresses,
some statistical trivia, a bunch of acknowledgements, and an omission or two. A much better effort than last
year, I think. For those of you receiving a page of the t'H" Iisting with this, well, it should be easy
enough to figure out. (oopr- Fe,b)

Scott Hanson is running a freshman zeen poll. Deadline is pretty soon (mid-March?), This zeen is
eligible, for what it's worth

Michael Mills is running a second PDO relief auction *o raise money for fid66t Dipdom services. The

first auction was a great success -- fun and profitable, too! Now is the time to clean out your garage,
and put it up for auction. Contact Mike at 26 LaureI Rd, Sloatsburg, NY 10974 for further information.

This is somewhat of a split issue. You will note that several topics are "missing." lllell, they're
not...just held over. I want to get something in the maiI, and to wait until I finished the whole zeen

could be a while. This is the first time I've been home for four days in a row since early December. Ugh.

Also, the material I'm holding over is more "controversial" than I want to have in here on a regular
basis, and I wanted it clearly segregated from the truly interesting stuff. If I'm home for any length of
time, issue #6 may'be out by the end of February. I wish.

Randolph Smyth Department: I still have not received a copy of FOL SI FIE.
0n we 9o...

OLD BUSI NESS

HOUSE OF LORDS . THE CONCEPT

******(Paul Rauterberg) HOL #4 came today -- another good one. Some of your responses to subbers'comments
do seem abrasive, as Dave Carter noted last issue. They are designed that way in order to elicit further
responses, right? For instance, you seemed to defend Peery's tax proposal in the face of subber criticism,
yet in the end you joined the critics yourself.

((My comments are designed to expand upon or clarify a point. Certainly, I'm not being abrasive just
for the sport of it. Simply put, I will try to oppose any point to the best of my ability if I feel it
can Iead to something interesting. I'm taking the position that any broadening of viewpoint is good. Even

though I may not always reach this goal, the attempt may be interesting in itself. The less you try to
pin down my actual opinion on a topic, the less headaches you wilI have. When I have to preach on my

beliefs on a topic, I'11 try to make it clear when I'm doing so by "writing in" Iike the rest of you do.
I don't think this zeen is the place to be preaching my point of view, and must fail if I use it in that
manner.

((I suppose I may as well run out the page on this subject. HOL exists because I think it can be used

as a forum for the productive exchange of ideas. With that in mind, Ird like you all to be as honest as you

are able in writing in. I've already caught/passed over some blatant, self serving lies writtei-T-To this
zeen. I don't appreciate them, as theyrre counterproductive, at best. }Je're all grown-ups here, and I try
to run this zeen in a non-judgemental fashion (I oppose everybody). There is no reason, save vanity, to
tell fictions here. If you must be vain, do it on your own time, not mine, and not the readers of H0L. llle

deserve better))

Dick Martfn
26 0rchard lrlay N

Rockville, MD 20854
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******(Phill Cooper) Thank you for sending HOUSE 0F LORDS #4. If it were possible, I would be one of the
non-publisher/Gamesmasters to subscribe.

((And now you can -- if you are willing to cover my costs totally. Dipzeens are not necessarily cheap!))

******(Mark Luedi) Basic report for this month is that there won't be a GOING STEADY. I've been travelling,
and have not met a typewriter. Next time for sure. Keep up the good work with HOL! A two month (or ll)
schedule for it seems to be a good idea. Don't like the color though. That green hurts my eyes, almost.

((Yes, the green does grab your attention, doesn't it? The schedule must depend on my travel schedule
for the most part. If I'm not home, it can't get done. GS next time,0K.))

******(Al Pearson) Thanks for the sample of HOUSE 0F LORDS, and apologies for calling it by that other name.

It seems to be a very informative zeen based on the sample of November and seeing an earlier issue while I
was visiting Caruso and Byrne. I sure wish this had been around when I started publishing, but who knows,
I was never one to respond to good advice or suggestions.

I notice thereis still talk about a new Publishers'Handbook. I found the old book very valuable when

I started publishing. This isn't to say a new one shouldn't be done, it should; but a new handbook with
update materials could prove a great resource to those considering pub'lication. I borrowed a copy of the
handbook from John Michalski and made a copy of it for me. I assume Michalski is still Iending his copy,
but if any one waRts to see the old one, I'll try to dig up my copy from somevrhere in the house.

As to your price increase, I can see through your transparent ploy. I ask for a sample and you raise
the price from $0.35 to a dollar. Have you no shame? Now that I think about it, I remember you don't have

any shame, so forget the guestion. I think the new price is much more realistic, and I have enclosed a few
meager bucks to get the next few issues.

As to a future topic, I would like to see a good discussion of the various hobby services, why and how

they work, how much support they need, and why they deserve funds from hobby sources. As you might remember

from last yearrs Dipcon Society meeting, this was an issue that was skirted and never directly addressed.
Everyone seems to have an opinion on this subject, and most publishers and GMs financially support one or
more of these services either directly or indirectly. Also I expect this issue to come up again at this
year's Dipcon Society meeting. Are only PBM services worthy of support? ShouId con receipts be used for
FTF type services since these cons are FTF meetings, and should the postal hobby support its own services?
If this topic is one for your future issues, I have plenty of comments, some which might even be valid.

((Since this seems to relate welI with the Diptax and Cost topics we've already gone into, Services
does seem to be an ideal topic. It also seems that pubbers are always the ones running the services.

((I'd love to see a copy of the old handbook, if you could send me one. I've never seen one.))

****'t*(Fred Davis) Neither the time nor energy to comment on any other points. This HOL is Just too big
to cover everything. It would be better to concentrate on fewer topics per issue, especiallyif Vou're
going to continue to publish monthly

((Hopefully, the longer publishing interval will permit you to comment more fully in the future. I
will try to stick to the one-new-topic-a-zeen schedule though, though I may have occasional "housecleaning"
issues if they continue to be so huge.))

*****;.(Lu Henry) Congratulations on HOUSE 0F LORDS #4. I'll omit any additional kudos and applause since
everyone knows that game masters and zeen publishers canrt stand to get any praise or expressions of thanks
from their "loyal" players and readership;-

( (So true. ) )

I could care less whether non-publishers/GMs (actual or potential) are given the opportunity to subscribe
to, read, or even write to HOUSE 0F L0RDS. It isnrt who they are; it's what they have to say that counts.
0n many of the topics already discussed, non-pubbers/GMs wiII have little or no interest unless they are
contemplating diving into the pool. 0n other topics, they probably have a great deal of interest, the only
relevant questions being whether their insights are greater or lesser than the pubbers/GMs and to what
degree you as the publisher of HOL wish to take a loss in putting out the publication -- $0.35 per copy
with $0.54 postage is not a road to fiscal soundness. I won't beat the dead horse any more except to
offer a few comments on "eIitism."

With all due respect, I don't think game pubbers/GMs are a very elite crowd, unless one takes a very
self-important attitude towards the services we perform or unless one confers upon the field of multi-player

(2)
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gamrng by mail an importance no one else does. tr,le could all stop publishing/GMing and the world wouldcertainly not come to an end, No new mental hospltals would have to be built for the gamers Ieft withouttheir monthly Dip-fix.'t If vre are ,.eIite", werre either kidding ourselves or we,re talking about ,,bigfish" in a damn "snall pool." And although a ten-year old probably could understand what it takes topublish and GM properly, I doubt if I would want to read what they come up with. (0f course, I also don,tcare to read what a lot of 20, JO, and 40 year olds come up with in their zeens. )llerre elite the way catchers were elite in my days of unorganized sandlot basebaII. Someone had to doit, and only a few were stupid enough to try.

* some might have to be built for a few publishers deprived of their fora for uninformed politicalcomment, personal attacks, juvenile humor, and self boosting.
((As you maY be able to tell frqm the first page, I'lI be trying harder to yallow toward the elusivegoal of "Fiscal soundness." sorry if it makes some folks unhappy, but I just Iost way too many $$ tastissue for even me to iustify to myself. The restricted readership was intended to cut down on the subberIist and in the process save everybody some $$. Guess it didn't work.((I agree with your comments about,'eIitism.,, I mean, rvhat,s the big deal?))

***rrrt:t(scott Hanson) HoL is getting better and better, as more people respond. 0f course, it will get biggerand bigger, but that's your problem, not mine.

( (You got that righ;I Iike hearing from forks I wouldn,t hearwrite anywhere else about the topics ,. 
"or". here.))

from otheruise, and would possibly not

******(Larry Peery) This was, I thought, the best HoL yet. Thanks for the con handbook plug.
HOL seems to have found its niche. The only thing you,tI have to be careful of, I,m sure you know, isthat you don't let it become a drag for yourself or too much of a sounding board for a particular hobbyclique' 0r is this aII there is of us? Too much inter-breeding is bad for the race, they teII ne.Anyway. I find HOL interesting, informatlve and entertatning; something i'.un,t say for many zeens inthe hobby. I mentioned that I thought HOL was much more important to the hobby than RETAL and I think itis proving td be so....
So...you should try hot pink paper if you want to cause a fuss....
But don't overdo it or you,lI get bored. 0r we will.
((Did you get any response to the handbook plug? Actually, I doubt that this will become a drag for me.I am much more concerned that this will become a drag for the peopte who write ;;,";;; ii.i"'rn"".'li" ,or"people who aren't grown up enough to telt the truth in what they do write. This zeen is meant to be asounding board for all the various cliques, and I will continue to follow that policy.((t tn'inf your comments on,,importance,,are a bit siIIy. Dipdom got along fine without HOL and RETAL,and it gets along fine with them. You'd have quite a time convincing me that anything in Dipdom is trulyimportant. Useful, maybe, but not important.
((I haven't been able to find any astrobrite pink paper. I,m still looking.))

(3)

******(Russell Sipe) I think H0L is great! As
of PBM Dipdom, HOL has been very educatlonal
two cents.

a fairly new pubber (one year) who is not really in the mainstreamfor me. I guess I am ready to take the plunge and throw in my

First' an advertisement: under the discusison of HoL:THE c0NcEpT in H0L#4 Steve Langley mentions that"soon will come electronic zeens...,, 0f course, electronic zeens are already here! For the past lO monthsI have published THE ARMCHAIR DIPL0MAT, an online Dippy zeen available to compuserve and The Source Dippyplayers'' By the time you put out H0L#5 there may be a second pBEM zeen on The Source (Don patrick). DougBeirerlein is coming by this week to get a demo on PBEM for the purpose of going online. Hes tves fs gettingplayers together for a game on his home system. I think a discussion of pBEM rttt o" a required subject inHoL sometime next year when the electronic end of the hobby begins to make itself felt.
((I'm glad that you find HOL educ.ational. Is there any particular way that you,ve found it to be so?((PBEM is definitely a possibility for a future topic. I see it as a great way to play Dip, but maybea bit too impersonal for electronic zeens to surpass their standard, usp,str delivered, cousins. Am I wrong?))
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******(Jim Bumpas) Elitism: I've no problem with
"pubbers" define themselves and save yourself
think this makes you, or HOL' "eIitist."

pubbing: I agree with steve Langley. Pubbing will become increasingly
been a very difficult zeen to publish, as I''ve never had much in the way of
it a,'warehouse zeen." But since the ATARI has been brought into the act,
it used to. The BBS (Bulletin Board System) even reduces time further for
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your intention to limit HOL to pubbers. But you might let the
a lot of time making standards and enforcing them. I don't

electronic. The LIB has never
articles or letters. Most call

it takes less than half the time
the moves which are sent to the

ATARI over the phone Iines.
A pubber's handbook should include time and dollarcost

let the prospective pubber have some ideas in these areas.

for new pubbers.

estimates for various methods of publishing to
The Fred Davis guide has some good information

((The ATARI really speeds things up by that much? I'lhat is it that makes the big difference, adiudications?
((Do you believe that advances will be made primarily in PBEl,l warehouse zeens' "fulI servicerrzeens, or

both equally?))

******(Ed ilrobel) Davis: Fred would be horrified. I have a plastic green box uith address cards and a cardboard

black box with stamps. There's a briefcase with some folders in it, two small in-baskets, a I'lebster's and

a Rodale. I use water-based white-out but I have a fancy typewriter that's smarter than Eric Kane's SAT

scores and, in a fit of technology, I bought some 2-sided tape. And everybody gets a commemorative' not

just out of towners. I also write on conference maps in pencil and erase it. It's a good thing I don't
gamesmaster.

((your installation is a lot fancier than mine. Mine includes a green box with address cards, a kitchen

table, a den couch, a lot of floor space, and about half a dozen boxes in the garage' not to mention a real
life filing cabinet. And I always use comnemoratives too, except when I get regular issues as part of a

sample request. Then American Express gets the regulars.))

******(Ronald Brown) Just received H0L#4 and, I must say, I like it better aIl the time. Itrs a fascinating
forum for discussing pubbing problems, woes, solutions, etc. I do hope you are keeping many copies of back

issues so that when newcomers decide to take the plunge they can get a backlog of material.
The business about Canadians is really off the subject, I think, but you've brought it up and I'd like

to answer.
As for my statement that when I was Coordinator of the CDO I could appoint a BNC' an important item is

missing. The Coordinator of the CDO can appoint custodians for Canada. llle use the same BNC and MNC as the

Americans for convenience, but we do not have to, any more thii-tn-iEropeans do. I doubt that that proYision

in our constitution will ever be called upon, but it is there in case there is a royal screw up in the USA.

If there yrere no l{NC or BNC or several claimants to the throne, at least the CDO Coordinator can appoint

someone to act for Canadian zeens. He could never appoint the American BNC or MNC as some are suggesting

I said, twisting thE;;;rt of context.
This whole subject came up when Robert Sacks was giving Lee Kendter a hard time, refusing to recognize

his position as MNC. I wrote Robert and told him that maybe he could refuse to recognize Lee in the USA'

but, as far as the Canadian situation was concerned, Lee was the MNC -- period. I probably greatly over-

reacted to Robert, but I was tired and fed up. If that's arrogance, I plead guilty.
True a single issue of Albrecht's BATTLE STATI0NS costs $1. But you can also get 12 issues for $9 (CDN) --

which is not out of line with most zeen prices. As for his fold, he dld offer to compensate those

previously burned, which is about all anyone can do when he wants to correct the past. I don't see any

arrogance in that.
As for Frangois, well, perhaps I better not say anything, as I tend to lose my temper. Let's iust say

that you are justified theren okay. As f,or his return to pubbing, Iet's wait and see. After a two y€ar

absence he sent out an issue saying he would Iike to resume, but, as fare as I know, no one has seen a follow-
up issue.

I think the reason you got such a response to your remark is that it probably stunned everyone- Carter?

Hutton? Smyth? Arrogant? Besides one notable exception, who may not even be pubbing, I am the only one

who comes across that way at tim€s that I know of and I, thank God' am not a maiority.

((Wny ao you seem to have such a fixation on Canadian separatism? It's Canadian-this, American-that.
l,lasn't Cal lthite, the only Canadian BNC, a total flop in that position? I would think that the Canadian

and USA Dipdoms are closely linked, or should be. Apparently, I am in the minority here. It's funny' but
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only the Canadians have obiected to being called arrogant.
after reading some of the material in the latest SNAFU!' I
irresponsible, if not arrogant., It foIIows.

((From SNAFUI #40, JanuarY 21, 1984:

No Americans have rushed to your defense. And

can definitely say that you, in particular, are

Speaking of the census, the American one is sort of ready. Apparent'ly it contains numerous errors and

omissions, but Iists about 800 people. You'Il be delighted to learn that Dick Martin has decided, in his
infinite wisdom, that SNAFU! does not exist, even though he got a couple free samples and a list of CDO

members from me. Anyhow, the Americans need someone capable of compiling a list of names and addresses for
next yeari preferably one with access to a home computer to make the iob easier.

((Yes, the census of USA and Canadian dippers is done. Yes, it contains about 800 people. Yes, Irve
gotten an issue or two of SNAFUI, and you did send me your list of CDO members. The rest of this is off the
wall. You have quite a bit of nerve criticizing something you haven't even seen'like this.

((NumErous errors? Have you seen l5 pages of addresses that didn't contain any errors? Some of the
address list,s I had to take addresses from were virtually unintelligible to begin with. It would be almost
impossible for there not to be errors. I believe that aIl the significant ones have been corrected.
0missiorls? -0f aIl thE-address lists I received, I am not aware of any omissions. If you are referring to
my "omitting" the SNAFU! addresses, you're quite right -- you never sent them. You did send that CDO Iist,
which I found totally useless as it contained no addresses. I have no idea where you came up with this
"does not exist" nonsense, as I've never said anything of the sort. I take total exception to your last
sentence. Where do you get off making statements like this? Hey, I never said we needed a new CDO

coordinator while you held that position, did I? You apparently don't understand what you're talking about,
or just like to shoot down things that you do not support and do not contribute to. I fail to see ANY

reason for your printing the above. I think you owe me a retraction.))
******(Mark Berch) }'lith regard to your,'conditions" (H0L#4, page 6), I cannot possibly accept. IrIl take

them up in reverse order:
5) (either of us can terminate at any time) If either of us can terminate an arrangement like this,

then no one is bound to anything, in which case vre donrt have any deal at all, Just a bunch of words. You

could inform me the day after DD comes out that you've terminated the agreement and that would be that. 0r,
for that matter, I could distribute the xeroxes, then tell you that I'm terminating the agreement and that
would be that. What is the point of suggesting an agreement with me when I cannot rely on it because "at
any time for any reason" you could terminate it? It's hard for me to take seriously a proposal that doesn't
actual ly obl i gate anyone.

((I wanted this clause so that I could terminate the agreement if I felt you were abusing it. True,
if you follow the other four points, there would be no cause for me to terminate. Are you married, Mark?

Ever hear the term "divorce?" }'lhat you seem to be saying is that since we could get an easy "divorce,"
there is no reason for us to be "married." lrlith your attitude like that, I agree.))

4) (courtesy copies of DD) You'11 get this in any event, no problem here.

((Apparent'ly there IS a problem here. I said, "You provide me with copies of whatever description you

put into DD, plus anything e'lse regarding HOL that appears in DD." You say, "No problem here." Yet in
the Nov/Dec issue of DD you quote from HOL and I had to write you requesting a copy. Hardly "no problem."))

3) lJhy should I be obligated to do this? To begin with, it could force me to violate a confidence. This
is a ludicrous requirement, telling me that I have to inform you about who I show my HOLs to. What do you

think Konrad Baumeister's reaction would be if I told him that before he could shorv you what was in DD, that
he would have to "keep me informed" and that he would have to tell me of "any responses" you had to it. If
you give Konrad a response to something in DD, thatrs Konrad's bizn not mine. lure, Ird be interested, but
I can't require Konrad teII me. I can see your wanting this information. But I cannot see your making it
a precondition.

((l,lhy not? The only reason I would permit you to reprint this is that it may enrich HOL in some way.

If you are unwilling to do this, I gain nothing, and the contributors to this zeen are the eventual losers.
The bit about violating confidences is hilarious. All you need to do is say, "I'm sorry, but I cannot keep

any comments on HOL in confidence," and that solves that problem. You are hardly just "showing your HOLs"

in your proposal -- you're offering to send. out whole copies in unlimited quantities! l,Jould, say, Rod
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Walker approve if I wrote him asking if I could send out copies of D}'l in whatever form I chose? Not on your
life! I don't think many pubbers would appreciate it.))

2) (charge no more than SASE) That's what I'm hoping to do, but why should I be obligated to swallow any

copying costs, if there is any? Just because you do (or don't incur any) shouldn't iI-iSE-me to as well.
I cannot believe how bossy you are.

((I suppose it's the ultimate compliment when Mark Berch caIIs you "bossy."))

l) (provide whole issues, not excerpted in any way) I have no interest in reprinting whole issues. I
only intend to arrange material by topic, and I wasn't planning to cover all the topics. And except as

indicated below, my plan is not to edit it, but copy aII the comments on that topic.

((It would be acceptable to me if you printed whole topics, with no excerpting.))

So: nothing doing. I have been running a reprint zeen for over 6 years and never has anyone presented

such conditions. It is particularly stupid because I'm not even printing it in my zeen, with its wide

circulation, but just as a side project. I have no idea why you are so intent on placing all these
obstacles in my way, and what's more, I don't particularly care (though I am curious). My present intentions
are to go ahead and make the offer in the Nov/Dec DD. If you insist in your objections, I'll probably block

__elt_Jour eo$mentqGIeSqgs in double parens), a1thgggh_tha,!viql4.! point I above, to avoid that issue.
However, I absotutely ao not accepl the notion that you have the r-ght to-Ear my riprinting stuif l[e1-

'"'fiJfl';n."'oT.itiltil;. Arr r tried to do was force sone desree.of responsibirity on you, an( you reject
that. I object strenuously to your'rfeprintingn any of this zeen. "And nilw that I've opened up the subber
Iist, that's not even necessary for you to do.

((You rnake a big deal about running a reprint zeen for over six years, but say that any reprints you may

take from HOL would not be in that zeen, and away from public scrutiny. So what? Am I supposed to be so

impressed by the longevityiiOO tt'at I give you carte blanche? I'm really annoyed at your attitude of "I
am highly respected Mark Berch who has published the widely circulated reprint zeen for over six years and

I can do what I want." My condit'ions were not that difficult to comply with (particularly regarding my

ihange in point t). But rather than even ua*4_-* renegotiate my conditions, you merely choose to tell me

why you plan to ignore them. And to think, this IS the DIPLOI{ACY hobby. l'lhere's your politesse?))

I'm not equating "interest" with "knowledge," although possibly you are. I merely pointed out that
Kathy's cofitribution could have been written, word for word, by someone who was neither a publisher or a

GM, and thus your notion that only those who are pubbers/GMs are sufficiently informed -' able to contribute
is absurd. Since you've ignored that example, I'm giving you another one. 0n page 18, you ask me to
describe my immense archives. You don't need to be a publisher or GM to create or describe an archives. I
could have an immense archives, or be able to describe mine (or someone else's) without being either a GM or
a publisher.

((Ah, but isn't it true that every person you know with what could even be termed a "moderate" archives
is a pubber or GM? I canrt think of any non-pubbers with a sizeable archives. And why do you make a big
deal about anybody being able to describe an archives, and then not describing your own? What good does
your tlpnoving your point" do us? You've come up with two examples f,rom 66 pages of material. Am I supposed

to be impressed? I{hat can a non-pubber say about, say, Cost? 0r PoIIs (from the point of view of the pubber)?
0r Filing Systems for pubbing and GMing? Hey, this isn't the only zeen that you can write to, you know.))

The use of asterisks is a great solution.
Your comments in double parens are often well done. I don't always agree with them, but they frequently

provide a pointed challenge to the remarks made by someone. You have a real f'lair for this.
In your exchange with Caruso on page 2, I still say you are missing the point. You say, uI'd like my

subbers/readers to be active." But you don't require that, do you? You'll permit a completely passive
pubber/GM to get the zeen, but a non-pubber/GM who would have informed comments wiII not be getting the zeen,

which contradicts your desire to have active readers. You wiII, also (I assume) permit GMs-who-are-not-pubbers
to join in on a pubbing discussion, but will not permit non-GMs-who-are-not-pubbers to join in, which seems

like a very arbitrary distinction. (By pubbers, I mean present or former.) Similarly, on page 6 you say,

"I am Iooking not for'rightr answers, but rather different answers." Don't you understand that when you

restrict the range of contributors as you have you will get a much narrower range of lrdifferent" answers.

((Yes, and I intended it that way, so what if it's "arbitrary?" If I had not been a publisher, I would
never have imagined that it was like this. I never would have thought that my back would begin to hurt after
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six short hours at the typewriter...and that I had at least another 20 hours of typing and at least one
sleepless night that weekend before I was finished for that month.

((No, I do not "require" my subbers to be active. AII I can do is provide incentive. The best one
I can think of is the high sub rate/free issues for contributors combination. I'II probably keep fiddling
and fine tuning until I think this is realIy being done "right" -- and I don't feel that way yet.))

*****:t(Robert Sacks) If the differences are irreconcilabe and the Canadians do not view themselves as part of
the Diplomacy hobby, why are they writing in HOL?

((I'd never considered the Canadian and USA Dipdoms to be so separate before this issue, nor had I
ever realized that others felt this way. I'd merely considered them two subsets of a Greater Dipdom. I
can only guess that they (Brown, Smyth, Carter -- a very Iimited sample of Canadian Dipdom) write here
because they feel it is of some value to them. The same reason a USA person might write here. And I still
donrt think the differences are irreconcilable. Difficult, maybe, but not impossible.))

****'t*(Konrad Baumeister) }{hy is it some folk insist on thinking that college students have nothing but time
on their hands to be used exclusively for Diplomacy? College is hardIy "ideaI" for anything other than meeting
people and having a great social Iife and blowing tremendous amounts of money. Flexible schedules: wellr y€Sr
every semester I have another schedule, but it's hardly what I,d call flexibie. I have classes at set hours,
and am expected to study a bit here and there. Now, I attend most of my classes most of the time, and
study whenever it's absolutely necessary, and the rest of the time I spend either working (first half of
semester) or pursuing a reasonably rewarding social Iife, aIl of which takes time. 0n a lark I may decide
to Eo to sleep for a few hours, or maybe even eat something if I have soneone to eat with and help me blow
my money" Any and aII time I spend on Diplomacy comes directly out of one or more of the above categories,
usually the "social life" category, since the rest are all pretty welI cut down to whatever the bone may be.
Exam time, at least for me (since I do rfdiculously IittIe studying for finals, where I have traditionally
gotten very lucky), is the most time I have all year.

Maybe I'm just unusual. For most people around here, the phrase "graduating senior,'is used as a passport
out of work and tnto the Pub, but I seem to have the busiest sernester I've had at GU. I won,t bother you
with a rundown of obligations; suffice it to say that a 4O-hour workweek really looks good by comparison
right now.

0ver the past few summers I have been working the usual 40-hour weeks, and found, especially this past
summer' that I was able to do a tremendous amount after that "debilitating" day at the office. 0n:a typical
day, for example, Ird wake up at 7, be at work by 8, out at 5, drive to the gyrm, play around there until 6:50,
get horie and eat. That and drifting through the mail would last until 8, at which time I might meet a friend
to accumulate flight hours, hit a movie, or drop by a concert. After all of this, I'd still have time to go

barhopping with Paul and/or others, and crash by 2 am. Plenty, it seems to me; no way I could do all of
that here at school in less than a week.

In any event, my experience in college is clearly different from yours, but then I would hardly term
University of Maryland a competitive institution of higher learning, either. I suppose that if all I gave
a shit about was Diplomacy, sure, I'd have boodles of time on my hands. Fact is, Diplomacy is a hobby which
eats into,rthe time I set aside for a number of other diversions which I generally enjoy much more. Ah welI,
itrs just another habit.

As I recall, Fred Davis once said something similar, i.e. he has much more time available once he hit
the 40-hour workweek than he did back in college. A matter of valuesllsuppose"

Sorry to take up so much time with this point; in a half-year I won't have to worry about any of this.
Lots of time while I'm waiting in Iine at the employment agency.

((You forget that I also spent two years at Wake Forest. That school makes Georgetown look Iike the
playground it is. If you choose to spend 40 hours a week on your reasonably rewarding social life at GU,

and then comment that Dip cuts into that, well, Iife is rough. Working a 40 hour workweek as daddy's
receptionist as a summer iob is hardly debilitating, I agree. I wish I had as little as a 40 hour week.
That is often not the case. 0n occasion, I have had 36 hour work DAYS. By,,f1exible,,I meant that you

have your 20 hours of classes a week, and can schedule your studying whenever you v{ant. This means that
you are also able to dd Dt'p stuff when you want, except around exam time when time is really at a premium"
I know you never spent a whole lot of time studying in the past during non-crucial periods -- have things
c ha nged ?

((One good thing about a regular iob type week is that it helps you manage your time. Many people are
poor at managing their own time (like myself), and you do end up with "more" time for Dip. I find that I
have more time for Dip now, even with my heavy schedule, than I did when I took a summer totally off!))

(7)
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((Not Iong ago, I wrote Mark Berch and asked him to send me a copy of the material which he printed in
DD that was derived from HOL, as he had promised he would. I also requested that he not take quotes out
of context (as he did in the offending article), if he is to use material from this zeen. I felt then, and

still do, that if Mark is to consider anything printed in here as "fair game" then particular of our con-
tributors shall be justifiably reluctant to contribute in the future. l,lith that background information,
onward we go. .. . ) )

******(Mark Berch) I have been publishing a reprint zeen for
items. My policy has always been to send the complimentary
A copy would go to the publisher if:

a. The publisher himself wrote it
b. The writer is unknown (in effect, I assume the publisher wrote it)
c. I am commenting on the zeen per se

As you did not fit into any of those categories, you did not receive a copy. However, so that you donrt
feel left out, I am enc'losing a copy of that editorial for you. There is nothing inconsistent with my last
letter in this approach. You would have gotten a copy then under a. (your own material would have been

used extensively) and c. (I would be expressing my views on H0L).
Your second point I find difficult to take seriously. Uhen you print what people say, then that's

"peaceful," but when I print the same words, then suddenly it becomes dangerous. This is carrying egotism
a bit too far. I must say that this is the first time I have ever heard of someone objecting to the reprinting
of material from a letter which they had not even written. You have not bothered to explain to me how my

reprinting from HOL in any way "endangers" your vrork. If people want their letters kept in confidence, you

have no business publishing them. Otherwise, what is the problem with a second audience? The notion that
these quotes can be seen by a select audience but not the hobby at large is elitist gibberish. I might add

that neither of the people quoted from HOL have complained to me that they did not want their HOL material
to appear in DD.

I am perfectly willing to give you 'rrespect" for your

letters. But I am not sworn to an oath of secrecy as to
which I view as implicit in your stance, that the rest of
said there, or that either the letter wrfters or HOL will
audience.

(8)

6! years, and in that time reprinted hundreds of
copy of the issue or item reprinted to the writer.

work in HOL, which has printed some very interesting
what appears there. I do not accept the notion,
the hobby is somehow not fit to hear what was

be harmed by having these comments reach a wider

((There you go again Mark with that "I have been publishing a reprint zeen for 6| years" nonsense again.
I am frankly surprised that you did not manage to work in your high circulation somehow. I D0N'T CARE, do

you understand? More than one of the readers to this zeen has barely put out 6l issues, and they have

policies, too. Even I am entitled to "policies" of my own, however arbitrary and elitist you may call them.

My policy happens to be that I will do what I can to protect writers to this zeen if I can. If that happens

to run contrary to your feelings, well, there are plenty of other fish in the sea -- you can go elsewhere
with my blessings. I tend to expect a certain degree of responsibility here.

((I expected a copy of the article because you clearly stated that I would get one. My apologies if I
misunderstood, but I believe the language is fairly clear. I do believe that I should have gotten a copy

under article c., anyway, but I shall explain that in a moment.
((Yes, you understand me quite well: I believe HOL is a peaceful forum for the expression of opinions,

and DIPLOMACY DIGEST (which you have published widely for 6l years now) is not. In HOL, I present a letter
(or part thereof), state my opinions (such as they are for that particular writer and letter), and leave it
at that. I permit the reader to make up his own mind. Rather, I encourage it wholeheartedly. In the few
DDs I have seen (this one in particular) VoT start with a premise and force the evidence to fit it. You

take quotes and assign meanings to them -- quotes are certainly more credible than a paraphrase, and are more

likely to make your case appear convincing. For instance, I can pull the following quotes by yourself out
of your response: "I don't think Larry has demonstrated a pressing need for nearly that much moneyr" and "...it
may not be worth the controversy." There, now Berch is in the same boat as the others -- as well you should
be, by what you have said. I'lhy don't you? Possibly because of the theme of the article itself: "Peeribashing."

((Mark, you've realIy put yourself out on a Iimb for this one. You have accused three respectable
Dipdomites of attacking another for no other reason than that they do not like him. All they did was oppose

his Diptax proposal -- something you did yourself. And in the process, you managed to drag in HOL, by taking
your quotes (at least two of three) from here" In so doing, you may imply that all we do here is write in
"bashing" people we don't like. Now, I wouldnrt want to write to a zeen Iike that, would you? So I believe
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that I should have been due a "complimentary copy" (shudder, I hate that phrase) of your article because your
"Peeribashing" article comments -- indirectly, but guite clearly -- on HOL. 0f course, as I was almost certain
to comment negatively on your article, I can understand why you would interpret this differently.

((So you see, there is no "egotism" in my objection. I simply cannot trust you to be fair to my writers
unless it suits your needs. I realize that you do not get along weII with Sacks, Caruso, and Byrne, but
you have no excuse to drag HOL into this as well. Please do your feuding elsewhere, and leave us out of it.

((You still seem stuck on this "eJitist" nonsense. I have made my position cJear on this. P'lease, don't
be such a rigid thinker with me, I don't tolerate them well. IF I thought I could trust you to present the
material presented here in an impartial fashion, and if I thought it would be good for this zeen, I would
welcome your reprinting it eventually. At this time, neither of those conditions are fulfilled. I do not
mind the presenting so much as the presentation you might come up with.

((If you insist on having the people complain about having their HOL material quoted in DD, please see
the three letters following this. How were they to know what you were doing, did you warn them in advance?
In the future, I suggest that you get PRI0R consent for any "reprinting" you may want to do. It is the
responsible way to do things, after all. And Sacks seems not to have received a copy of the DD I am sure
you sent him. That is your policy, right? You did send him that issue, right?

((0ne final note on that "Peeribashing"article: I find it interesting, Mark, which topic you discuss.
l'Ihy, the whole article is supposed to be about the M0TIVES of certain people. Many times in the past you

clearly state that motives do not interest you -- you seem to have no use for them. Unless, of course, they
can be manufactured to fit y*. tlttt. side of a feud. Tsk, tsk.))

,]
******(Robert Sacks) I have heard that Mark Berch wishes to excerpt comments from HOUSE OF L0RDS in his

DIPL0!4ACY DIGEST. I would prefer that my comments in HOL (which have already been edited once) not be
quoted out of context in any other journal, especially in DD which has already misrepresented me, and while
I probably cannot enforce this preference, I will take public issue with anyone who misrepresents my position
from H0L.

I suppose we could have expected Mark Berch to rip off and try to destroy HOL. Under your leadership,
HOL has become an important instrument for hobby independence, and this is clearly not acceptable to him.

******(John Caruso) HOL is a great zeen for discussing Dipdom issues. Keep up the good work.
No, I don't mind if Mark Berch prints my statements in his zeen DD, so long as there is no editing or

cutting out of what I said. In other words, my whole item to be reprinted, not the parts he chooses out of
one topic. Fairly simple, and quite agreeable to me -- the terms for reprinting from HOLs you Iisted Iast
issue are quite acceptable to me.

a***r'*(Kathy Byrne) You know that I have always supported HOL and I feel that it is very worthwhile, however
I will not continue to do so if you allow Mark Berch to reprint any of my stuff in DD.

I have enough problems with Berch taking sentences out of KK. He takes one sentence out of a paragraph,
it is taken totally out of context and he prints it in DD and totally misrepresents my postion and misleads
his readers !

I have never had this problem in H0L, as you print my letters intact, and therefore my meaning is ver,.y

clear! I will not have Mark taking another opportunity to twist and distort my views. If he was publishing
H0L, I would never send anything in to it. The reason being, by the time Berch gets through with me, he'lI
have the BNC supporting cruelty to animals!

((My apologies, readers, for the length of this IittIe squabble. It's aIl very
Ieft with two choices: face the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, or to take
troubles, and by opposing, end them. 0bviously, knowing the combatants would never
Hopefully, this is the end of it. FeeI free to comment as you wish for now, but be

allow this discussion to go on forever. And keep a reasonably cool head, too, huh?
more to come out next issue, but this is the bulk of it.

((In case you hadn't been able to tel'l yet, I'm generally using the HOL:C0NCEPT

((Looks like I'1I finally be able to get along to a new topic. One more letter

(e)

tacky, rea'l ly. I was

arms against a sea of
quit, I chose the latter.
warned that I will not
There's still a bit

category, as a catch-a11.
for this one.))

******(Paul Rauterberg) Possible idea -- a "clearinghouse publication," issued twice per year (?), which Iists
the results of aII hobby polls and contests. This would spare us the tedium of reading the Runestone/
Whitestonia/Marco PoI1 results in each and every zeen. Although I have no interest in such pol1s, I would
support such a project iust to spare most zeens that horrib'le commitment to a waste of space.

((I had considered printing poll results, but I donrt know how that would spare everybody else. After
all, my circulation is only 40. This would become just another zeen printing those boring results! Comments?))
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IIare you anything to add, Dlek???

come up with something....
DON SIGWALT hasnrt been heard from in a long time, so it's a fairly safe bet that
HooF AND MOUTH is gone for semi-good. the only game he was running, 79KR has been
rehoused to Robert Sacks. Anothe.r game, 81Cx, has ended in a concession to France,
but no endgame material has come out. rr11 try to dig up what r can.
GREGG DICK has also been very slow 1ate1y, and I've received a complaint about it.
Herl-l- be getting a note in the mail asking what's going on, if he hasnrt gotten it yet.
Nothing concrete will happen with those games until at least the end of February.
BRIAN ALDEN, GM for B2E, hasn't been heard from for about a year. None of the players
in the game have responded to my l-et.ters (even Terry Ta11man, who told me who the rest
of the players were!). f recommend that the game be abandonned. That's the last TSS
game, finally account.ed for. C1ose the books on that one.

A1so, MY thanks to Mike Mil1s for running a very successful pDoR4. I can certainlyput the $$ to good use.
rrm also running several of the games myself, but have virtually NO standby pl_ayers

left to call-. Any volunteers wourd be welcome. Thanks to Greg Ellis, the sole officiaL
standby of the US/OGP Orphan Service. Thanks, Gregl

I am sure I can
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The sums in the right-hand column represent the amount of money
sent to the named Bureaus on January 2d, t984. The amount of monies
collected by today December 30th 1983 is $320.68.

$20.60 is still outstanding, and when it comes in the PD0RA will r:i
spl it the monies, according to the above.

However, the PD0RA has incurred costs for mailings, ie, donators
who did not wish to pay the postage of large (isfr) items, so that
from the outstanding funds such costs wlll be deducted, though
they wi I I be smal l.

Enclosed is your cheque for the sum of- . .,!8,!Y- .*.

ln the interest of falrness and for generating a clean track-record n A' n!*,forfuturePD0RAs,wouldyoukindlyicknowted!ereceiptof}our(-Pffi
funds. That way, others wlll see that the PDORA isrrlegitrrand r 'i
will give them credible proof of the good PD0RA can do,

At this time, the PDORA'84 will be run jointly by Tom Mainardi, j

Tom Swider and me for a date somewhere before or after the surmer
of '84.

The Grand Konrnissar, PDONA

FRAUKE PETEHSEI{ a8
233 oAK GROVE, N(r. trb 874{XE2

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 5A(B ,Ja -tgEL

?,ra
\

CD

To: PD0RA recipi6nts::
From: GK, PDOM

:

re: distributlon of funds from PDORA t83

Since the ZR has declined PD0RA funds, the following levels of
PDORA monies will be distributed to the followingl

\
1) rrre Buc 4oU
z) The MNC\,. 3oU
3) orphans ' t58
4) Pontevedria 15?

1128,27
$96, 21

$48,10
$48,1o

i{

.ya^,t...

Thank you,

i chabl l'1i I I s,
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******(Lu Henry) I use legal size file folders myself, and for certain games where materials must be preserved
over the life of the game, I favor the type with an internal divider, punching holes in the top of the
"to-be-preserved" material and binding it into the tolder with Acco fasteners. I also photocopy a copy of
each turn's adjudication and preserve that for aIl games until the end; orders are disposed of one fuIl game

year after they come in. I do not keep other people's zines. At best, if an article of interest is present,
I cut it out and file it in three ring binders, subdivided by game/topic. The front of the game folders is
used for record keeping: names and addresses, phone numbers, game stats in the case of Dip, point:totals in
the case of other games toward victory conditions.

For the non-Dip games, reduced hex paper is very useful. I'looden Ships games with less than twenty or
so ships, Air Force / Dauntless, Ironclads, Ironbottom Sound -- all of these are resolved from reduced hex

paper and a number of colored pencils and/or Pilot Razor point pens. (Laundry bleach wilI act as a good ink
eradicator in the case of the latter. ) AIso handy is Postlt note paper by 3M. They make a tape which has

the post-it tack on the back. Making it double sided by running rubber cement on the uncoated surface and

folding it over, I cut the stuff up into counter-size bits. The double tack then is sufficient to hold a

counter on a vertically placed map. Doesn't damage the counter, even double-backed ones.

l,lhat do the computer types do when the power goes out, or worse when the computer goes down? But then,
too, I feel I would be dead without carbon correctible ribbons on my Selectric.

((fne Ult about backing for counters sounds handy -- especially if you plan to leave a game set up for
a while. And it doesn't bother the double-sided counters, even if left on for some time?))

a****,t(Rgnald Brown) Fred's article on the secretarial supplies and skills was a good one. Thatrs the sort
of thing I look for in H0L. I would like to add a note about address labels though.

One can buy sheets (81 x tl) of labels, either 30 or 33 per sheet. Addresses can be photocopied directly
onto these sheets. Therefore, one only needs a master page laid out in ixactly the same format. Corrections
can be made on the master sheet. I found it easiest to retype the entire address on a labeI, then stick
it over the original. After a while, every six months or so, there are so many corrections it's a good

idea to retype the entire master page. In any case, get only one copy a week or so before the deadline,
else you'll be spending too much time making corrections on the IabeIs themselves.

What I do now that I have access to a Xerox 860 is store addresses in the format for the address labels,
then print out directly onto these sheets. Thus, corrections can be made easily, using the editor function.
Hit the print key, and there one is: freshly typed labels for a minimum of effort. One thing to keep in
mind: though the printer I use is a very high priced professional mode'l, I still cannot use the bottom row

of labels, as it jams up. So, for the cheaper home models, one may have worse problems. Try before you

invest the time. The first method I used, of creating master sheets for photocopying, should work for
everyone.

0n a related note, the US postal regulations require that mail for outside the country be in envelopes.
0ften it gets by, but every now and then a zeen is returned to the pubber "unacceptable for foreign mail"
or some such. I use envelopes as a matter of course. Bought a thousand at a time, the price is negligible.
Besides, one can stick on address labels and stick notes in envelopes before the deadline, thus getting one

more task out of the way before the last minute rush. Sometines I even stamp them before the deadline.
That's something you can't do with the fold and staple method.

I too use Avery labels for corrections as Fred describes. However, I type the corrections on the labels
before I glue then over the part I want corrected. I do the "Continued on page such and such" and photo

captions, etc. the same way. However, I am a glue stick fan, as opposed to Scotch tape. I find it easiest
to cut the material and glue it down on the master pages. Frees me to set up the format as needed,0r'even
splice in material if necessary. I would need four hands to do the same thing with tape: two to hold, nhe

material exactly in place, and two to tape. If the glue is already on the back of the page, all you need

is to line everything up then press down.

Regarding maps, I use macram6 work boards. They are
hold two maps per side. They hold pins welI. In fact, I
moving. Ideal for variants too, as you rarely get a map

never been able to find genuine map pins, but sewing pins
seven colors, but, by buying different brands you wind up

same colors or sizes. I can handle games with as many as

I wrap a small label around the pin shaft. I had to buy

had to add to my collection of sewing pins for years now.

cheap and solid, and are just the right rira to
have never had a map pin fall out, even during

big enough to accomodate wooden blocks. I've
work very well. They come in packages of six or
with a good collection, as they are never the
twelve different countries now. To mark fleets,

a lot when I first got into the hobby, but haven't
I store them in used cassette cases.
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((Used cassette cases, from cassette tapes? The tape boxes I have aren't any good for holding much of
anything besides the tapes themselves. 0r do you have different types of cassette boxes in Canada?

((You can put two maps on either side of a board, pins and all, and don't have any problems? I would

think that the pins would get caught and pull out.))
******(Larry Peery) Did you note how everyone in the hobby uses the same type of non-organized organization

for their hobby stuff? I'lhy doesn't somebody just admit it and come out and say we are all a bunch of s'loppy
pigs and be done with itl

I know, I know, and now John Caruso is going to blame me and XEN0 if his cat(s) get hemorrhoids.
How many walls do you think a Peerigon has? Now that is an important question.
I live in the Peace Room and the Living Room and out beside the pool, where any moral, normal southern

Californian Dippy player would live.
Amazing what you can learn about people by the way they handle their paper fIow.

((Paper flow? Whose paper flows? Mine oozes every now and then, but flow is too kind a word.
((R fleerigon has exactly 6.23e sides. Didn't you know?))

****r(*(RusselI Sipe) Konrad Baumeister's description of his filing system was a delight to read. My filing
system has certain similarities. I have structured my system after the American SchooI of oriental Research.

That is, I find what I am looking for by carefully sifting through various strata or layers on my desk.

Generally anything that must be dealt with within the week can be found somewhere on my main desk. Anything
that can be put off for up to a month can be found on my second desk. Anything that is important enough

to keep but not important enough to do anything about is stuck in. a corner on the floor. The center of the
floor is used as something of a sorting device. When digging through a particular layer on my desk, I
have to be careful not to disturb the other items in the strata as everything is positioned in such a way

as to have some meaning.
l,lhen I get up the nerve to actually scrap away all the layers and get down to the bedrock of the

desktop, I have three options. I either file away the "finds," throw them away, or redeposit them somewhere

on the desk thus starting a new cycle. 0h, by the way, I have a sign in my office that says, "This is not

a mess, it is a wilderness of free association!rr.

((So this is the difference between how amateur and pro pubbers handle things. The pros put up clever
signs! I know vrhat you mean about the strata -- I use much the same str:ategy. I iust make sure to shuffle
things up every now and again to keep it interestingl))

a*****(Jim Bumpas) I use Text lllizard word processor and Filemanager E00+ data management system. They are

both very convenient: quicker and easier to use than the moderating programs I've seen so far. I keep aIl
individual game reports, game histories, supply center charts, ratings, and mailing lists. Text l,lizard

and Filemanager are compatible so that files from one may be used and/or edited by the other.
I only keep the current issue of the LIB on disk. I keep a file copy of each LIB, and I maintain

files of all player mailings to me from the previous tvro issues. Beyond that, I throw them away. I have

written the program which moderates the Libourse game. It automatically produces individual player reports
torbe returned to players each turn, and the game report which is printed in the LIB each issue. The

player reports recapitulate the player's actions in the current turn and s'hows the results achieved by

their actions. Players respond to twenty questions, as well as Iisting any currency or land trading
they want to make in rthe current turn. In addition to the bourse module, players may also attack each

other, and must make decisions rabout the economy. Players control expenditures for land, personal
consumption, agriculture, military, industry, mining, communications, transportation, and utilities.
Players also adCign population to work in each category.

The progran requires a 40k system, but there are no Atari dependent elements. The logic of the program

could be easily translated to another system.
I have 48k in my Atari 800. This permits me to put about 20 pages of material into RAM at one time.

But mostly I keep the files much shorter than that, since Text [.Iizard has an automatic chaining feature
which will print multiple files in rthe order I choose without my having to attend the machine.

I also run a bulletin board for the half dozen or so subscribers to the LIB who have modems. They use

it for electronic mail, sending me their turns by telephone and putting them directly into the Atari
without me having to even open an envelope. As more players get into telecommunications, my Job as
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moderator will beoome even easier. Soon, I will have over 800k of on-Iine data storage. This wi'll permit

me to put an entire issue of the LIB on the BBS and still have room for messages and other incoming data

for the next issue I put out.

((tt ts handy to have two different programs that are compatible, in this age of incompatabitity. Is
the uncertain future of ATARI affecting the availability of programs, etc, for you? I'd love to get into
the electronic aspect deeper, but I can't be sure the company wil'l be willing/able to support my equipment.

An unfortunate side to PBEM Dip, I think.))
******(Mark Matuschak) My filing system consists of a green plastic letter box measuring 9xl2x11 inches.

Inside is a manila envelope for each game. Since Just about everything stays inside this green box, I
feel sometimes Iike the president must with that feIlow from the l,larines and his black briefcase.

I do not file everything when turns start coming in, however. Basically, I iust put everything in a

pile somewhere. After a lot of turns have come in, I start organizing the pile by game, and make a list
so I know whose moves have not yet arrived, checking them off as they do arrive.

After I have yritten up the game in TBB, I file the moves in their respective envelopes. For Dippy'
I staple all the moves together and save them until well after the game is over. For 5R, I am more

ruthless. Generally, I only save turns for I complete turn (2 months), or sometimes only I month. Players
are supposed to notify me immediatdly (within a month) if something is wrong, but I usually save moves I

think might be guestioned for an extra month. This is a big improvement over the past, when everything
got chircked out immediately after I'd finished writing up the game. I Iearned from hard experience that
players will frequently question even their own moves (forgettinE for a moment about my own mistakes), and

the only way to''deal with this is to have a copy of their moves.

For En Garde and Source of the NiIe, I am even more ruthless. I still toss themoves immediately after
writing up the game, unless they contain standing orders, etc. These games just generate too much paper

for me to save them, and orders are less frequently questioned. And, unlike 3R, which is more precise, I
can usually recreate iri my mind what happened when a player doesn't understand what he did wrong.

As a whole, this system has worked pretty well. I also keep every old TBB, all game itules, houserules

and other assorted junk in the green box. Sbneday when I nove into a permanent place (probably next year

when I finally start working and live in an apartment for more than 9 months), I will buy a metal file,
or preferably, I'1I steal one from home. About the only thing I can't keep in the greenitlmonster (not to
be confused with Fenway's left field wall) are spare copies of old TBBs (these are now in my law school

locker keeping my wiffle balls and bats and old exams company) and the games themselves.

Comments on Fred Davis's Consumer Guide: a very useful compilation, but I would question the endorsement

of Roneo mimeos. As a five-year Speed-o-Print user, I am more happy with my machine' and I think supplies

are considerably eadier to come by for this (or for a Gestettner) than for Roneos. Probably the machine

itself doesn't make that much difference. I'd advise prospective mimeo purchasers to go for the best deal

they can. My own model is Spged-o-Print 600,(the "Liberatorl" they say).
As to address Iists, I keep mine using index cards (3x5) in a plastic index card box, with alphabet

symbols (therefore in alphabetical order). Thus I can locate an address or phone number iaery quickly' and

can change addresses without too much trouble. I also keep other info on these cards, like expiration date

of sub, games the person is in, and remaining NMR deposits, when they began subscribing' etc.
Anyway, back to mimeography. W SOP 600 has been working for me since August 1978 with no real

problems, thoulh it's beginning to show some signs of age. Here are some tips for those interested in
this form of rprinting:

1. Find an office supply stdre conveni:ent to you that carries or will carryr'the supplies you'Il need.

Different stencils fit different machines, and a store that will sell only Gestettner stencils won't do

you a damn bit of good with a 4-hole S0P. I've been amazed at how difficult it is to procure these in
NYC, though I finally got a local store to stock up for me. They''lI also need to carry ink (best to use

the same brand, but you can safely disregard the instructions that say "never mix" if necessary), mimeo

paper by the case,.tarld raIl the mimeo supplies.
2. Get a machine with an automatic counter. If you think this isn't irnportant, iust try without it.

Most machines today come this way anyway.

3.Frequently re-ink the cylinder. Whenever the print gets Iight, be sure you have plenty of ink.
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4. Use a hard-striking typewriter. Another cause of light printing is a poor typewriter. Electrics are

best, and heavy'6u1, ones are nuch preferable for this kind of repeated use. I've kiIled several portables
already with TBB, and now I have an 0livetti Editor 4, a massive hunk of steel that ptactically gilves me a

hernia whenever I have to move it, but which has been almost indestructable.
5. Change the ink pad regularly, at least at 6 month intervals. After some practice, this becomes

possible without turning every part of your body black. This is essential for good-quality printing.
6. If you have a brush cylinder, rotate it before printing so as to push the ink through the pad. Do

this before every new pade. If everything else is 0K, after I sample page' you should be printing
acceptable pages to send out.

7. Carefully straighten sheets that you are putting through again to print on the other side. You

should also pay dareful attention while the back side is being printed, and learn how to stop your machine

immediately at minimum loss of front-printed pages.

If you do alt these things, you should probably do 0K. Using a mimeo is much more fun than having

someone xerox the zine for you. It takes;more time, but you have sort of a commun,ing of spirit with
Gutenberg and the rest of the pioneers i;n this field.

Ilith 24 pages printed back-to-back, say 80 copies, it will take me about l| hours to run it off; 45 min.

to collate. They must then be addressed by whatever method you use (storage and printing by computer or

word processor is highly recommended if feasible). Mimios are lig and enormously heavy. If your

typewriter doesn't kill you, your mimeo wilI. But then, you won't have to worry if your roommate threatens
(as mine frequently did last year) to throw it out seven floors to its demise, for I'm sure it would work

perfectly afterwards. For those of you who complain rabout my frequent address changes over the past several
years through law school and college, let me say it hasn't been fun for me either. Just remember that
each time I move, Itve got to haul this thing out, pack it, haul it in, and find somewhere to put it. At

at least 150 pounds, that's no small feat.

((Ah, but it is so much more convenient to find a new print shop than to carry a mimeo machine that
weighs more than the engine in my car.... I was using a ditto machine fori'a while there, using different
color stencils and paper. It got to looking 0K after a while, but I prefer the Iegibility of a decent

xerox. Does the size of the type matter for mimeo? I don't think this micron type would come out very
weII, if mimeo is anything like ditto. Good mimeo is as easy to read as anything else -- thanks for all
the helpful hints. Whatever you do' DON'T lose that green box!))

******(Steve Langley) I noted that my filing system is the same asraicouple others. I started with a pi'le
of papers on a desk. This grew to a pile of papers on a desk and several piles on shelves of bookcases.

Then I took on some additional gameloads and set up individual manila folders fior each game. I keep a

complete file of back issues of MAGUS for reference and keep old moves until the games have moved beyond

going back. Personal correspondence and zines go into a "to be read" stack on receipt. I read letters and

games first and the rest second. I write responses to everything as quicltly as I can after it comes in
(a day to a week) and move the item to the "to be filed" stack. "To be filed" is sorted once the stack

starts to overflow into thash and a paper bag of old zines. I'm into my third paper bag now. Very recently
I,ve started saving games that I'm playr'ing in in separate manila fo'lders too. The problem of changed p'lans

in mid-season reared its head a few too many times. The search for the zine in the "to be filed" stack

was okay until the time the zine didn't show.

Moves and MAGUS correspondence either get filed immediately or soon after immediately. They don't get

filtered into the "to be filed" stack although they do visit the "to be read" stack.

((Another journey down the evolutionary path of filing systems. Funny, but they aII start to sound

like the way I do things after a while. Mustn't think Iike that though, because I might get depressed if
I ever actually realize how disorganized we all seem to be. But that's half the charm, I suppose!))

((0n the following two pages, we have ouf next topic of discussion. Out of the blue' I got these

two articles on Dipcons, and what to do about them. So, in order to have some discussion on the matter

before this summer's Dipcon rolIs around, they are included in here. The topic doesn't really thrill me,

but if you guys want to talk about it that badly, I'm game. Since I may farm this material out to a

'rguest ed'iltor," please try to put any comments on a separate sheet of paper so I can easily pass them

along. I'm also a bit puzzled as to why you think HOL is the place for this discussion, but I think I can

see your reasqning, and won't worry my pretty little head about it. My comments follow the articles.))
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A DIpCgN pRgpgSAL - by Brad ltilson
Ar"retrtty, OIPC0N sites are chosen by a vote of the participants at the previous year's con. This is a good

way to pick the site, as it is at once democratic and "eIitist" (i.e., those most interested/informed make the
pick). But the free choice of Dippers is limited by a set of geographical rules drawn up l0 years (or so) ago.
I refer, of course, to the 4 regions the U.S. is divided into for con location sites.

The DIPC0N charter divides the U.S. into four regions: the East Coast (I), the Midwest (lI), the Great
Plains & Texas (ttt), and the [est Coast (IV). The problem that I see with this Iies in the geographic distri-
bution of U.S. Dippers. It is fair to say that the U.S. hobby is concentrated in three regions: the Northeast,
the Upper Midwest (0hio, IIIinois, Indiana, }'lisconsin, Michigan), and California. The combination of these two
facts means that once every four years, the DIPC0N will be held far away from these centers of activity - when

it is in Region III, Iike this year. Now, I realize therre are many Dippers from both coasts who will trave'l to
Dallas, but it is fair to say that many, many Dippers in New York, IlIinois, and California won't make the trip.
Can't make the trip, probably.

DIPCON and its organizers should serve the hobby, not some abstract geographical concept. The best way for
it to do this is for DIPC0N to be held where many Dippers"live. Many Dippers, by the way, are young - between
13 and 23 years old - and for these people, travelling 1000 miles from home to attend DIPCON is often impossible,
for financial and practical reasons.

Last year, even with DIPCON in the Midwest (Detroit), it was clear that a majority of the participants
wanted the con to go to Virginia-in 19E4, and only mass confusion on the vote prevented this from happening.
DIPC0N should go to its participants; they shouldn't have to go 800-2000 miles out of their way just to serve an

abstract "fairness" concept. I also don't buy the argument that Dippers come out of the.woodwork wherever DIPCoN

is located. They come out where they already are - look at the number of novices, etc., that appeared in Balti-
more in 1982. Mark Berch's con report printed a list of non-postal people he recognized from the'82 DIPCoN -
most from the East. Such a similar turnout did not occur in Detroit (except on a much smaller scale), and it
won't in Dallas at aII. DIPC0Nts presence doesn't create Dippers - it only attracts the Dippers already extant
in the area.

To remedy the situation, I propose the following changes in the regions:
REGI0N I: }'lest Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, DC, Deleware, Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, New England,

plus Atlantic Canada, Quebec, and the Toronto area.
REGI0N II: Illinois,.0hio, }'lisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky,,and western 0ntario.
REGI0N III: Everything else.

In addition, a bylaw should be added to absolutely prohibit any variance in the each-region-every-three-years
formu I a.

This ensures that DIPCON, the major gathering of Dipdom in North America, will almost always be held near
a major center of gaming activity. (I am assuming that REGION III's con would usually be in California.) This
idea would make going to DIPC0N tnore convenient for most Dippers every year, by having, say, 2 cons every 6 years
in their area, as opposed to 2 cons every I years. Younger Dippers would also be more able to attend each year.

I realize that the plan is definitely not advantageous to Dippers in Kansas, Texas, etc. But I fee'l my plan
follows a fundamental tenet of democracy - the greatest good for the greatest amount of people. llhat does

everyone else say?

ALTERNATE PROP0SALS FOR DIPCONS - by Fred C. Davis
IinDetroitofthepossibilityofhavingseparateDipConsfortheEasternand

western parts of North America in future years. It is a known fact that very few people from the 14est Coast
travel to a DipCon held in the East, and very few people from the East attend a DipCon held in the Far West.
The costs of airline fares and the Iength of time required for driving effectively prevent most people from
going from one coast to the other to attend a DipCon.

However, instead of talking about separate Dipcons for the East and llest, I,d like to suggest the concept
of holding two DipCons each'1tear, wittr n'6-:impJication of segregation, at intervals far enough apart (say June
and August) so that some people could attend both.

There would be no requirement that these Cons be attached to a larger wargaming Con. If some were
attached to larger Cons, and some were purely for Diplomacy players, this would satisfy the desires of the
people-who prefer one arrangement over the other. There would be a territorial dividing line within which
each DipCon would be held, but people could go to either or both, as they so choose. Both events would be
co-ordinated by a single committee, with representatives frorn both areas, to insure that the Cons were not
held any closer together in time thiin six weeks apart, and were physically separated by some minimum distance,
say 500 miles.
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The Eastern DipCon would be held in any State east of the Mississippi River, plus lowa, Minnesota,
Missouri, and Puerto Rico; or in any Canadian Province from 0ntario eastward. (That's 29 States and six
Provinces.) the Western DipCon would be held in any State west of the Mississippi, except the three listed
above, and including Alaska and Hawaii; or in any Canadian Province from Manitoba west. (That's 2l States
and four Provinces, but slightly more than half the Iand area of North America.)

trJithin each area, the DipCons would be rotated among the various areas where there are large concen-
trations of Postal and FTF players, or where traditions have established more or Iess permanent locations for
the holding of such events. For example, assuming four-year rotations in both areas, the f.ollowing rotations
could be established, which would guarantee that the Con would be in a different part of the area each year:

EAST

1. DEIioit (MichiCon)

?. N. Virginia (MaryCon)

3. Chicago (C}{A Con?)

4. New Jersey (EastCon)

t.lEST

t. .3iiloiego or L.A. (PeeriCon)

2. Dallas or Houston (DaICon + NanCon)

3. San Francisco Area (PacifiCon?)

4.' }{ichita, Kans. (PudgeCon)

The listed Cons are merely shown as examples, and are not meant to be all-inclusive or to indicate
preferred events. Except for the Texas area, they are located in areas with Iarge numbers of Postal players
or where attendance at Diplomacy events has been good in the past. These areas wiII vary from time to time.

One interesting idea would be to make financial arrangements to guarantee that someone among the Top Three
finishers from the first DipCon of the year Eot to attend the second DipCon at no cost to himself. However,
I don't know whether the Diplomacy hobby has the financial strength to underwrite such a project.

((Two interesting and different proposals. Actually, I think that you both are taking "Dipcon" in the
same overly serious manner as the people who attend it because it is The Great Tournament. Mainly, I see
the whole of Dipcon as a convenient excuse for a bunch of postal players to get together once a year
the actual tournament is a secondary, albeit important, factor. Whatever my feelings on the why of the
matter, I do agree that the whole theory about how the con is handled can stand looking at. After all,
not many Californians/west coasters make it out into the heartland of the East Coast Clique, and even
fewer ECCers head out vrest. l'Iith the present setup, Dipcon could be held in the same place indefinitely
without too great a struggle -- and that iust doesn't seem right. If you'd like to know how, we'll, write
in and I'Il explain it in a future issue. Very simple, actually.

((Anyway, if you have any suggestions on the above two articles, send'em in. Consider DIPC0N to be

our next topic. If you think you have a better plan, feel free to send that in and explain why. If you

think that the present setup is just fine, I'd like to hear that, too, to counterbalance the forces for
random change. There is no denying one thing -- Dipcon is an added boost for any tournament that it
attaches itself too, is worth extra attendance, and therefore $$. Too bad the dippers don't often get to
see much of it -- we didn't last year, anyway.

((In the meantine, I will talk to my assistant editor (possible) about running this discussion for me.
((Held over until next issue, due out as soon as I can get it typed and ready, are: P0LLS, ETHICS, and

THE DIPTAX, plus any new stuff that I get. I'd like to get this zeen on a bi-month'ly schedule, even if
every topic does not appear in every issue. l.le shall see.

((0ur readers are, in no particular order:
Andy Lischett 24OZ S Ridgeland Ave, Berwyn, IL 60402

Mark Matuschak 549 }{ llSth St, #41, New York, NY 10025

Dave Carter l16 Horsham Ave, }'liIlowdale, Ont, CAN MzN lZ9
Mark Berch 492 Naylor PI, Alexandria, VA 22304
Rod llalker 1273 Crest Dr, Encinitas, CA 92024
Russel l Sipe P0 Box 4566, Anaheim, CA 92803-4566
Mike Conner 2500 Steck Ave, #140, Austin, TX 78758
Steve Langley 4ll2 Boone Ln, Sacramento, CA 95821

Mark Luedi P0 Box 2424, Bloonington, lN 4740?
Robert Sacks 4861 Broadway, 5-V, New York, NY 10034
RonaId Brown 1200 Summerville, 0ttawa, Ont, CANADA KIZ 8G4

Dave Kleiman 3530 Hyannis Port Dr, Indianapolis, IN 46224

Jim Briggs P0 Box 6243, El Paso, TX 79906

Jim Bumpas 4405 DiIlard Rd, Eugene, 0R 97405
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YOUR LAST ISSUE OF HOL IS SCHEDULED TO BE

THIS REFLECTS THE CHANGE IN SUB RATES (SEE-TIGEJ'_

Dick l,lartin
26 Orchard llay North
Rockville, ltlD 20854

phone 301-762-1761

FIRST CLASS

( r8)

Terry TaIIman 820 lI Armour St, Seattle, IJA 98119

Konrad Baumeister 6059 Henle, GU, !'lashington' DC 20057

Ron Brown 1528 EI Sereno PI, Bakersfield, CA 93304

John Caruso and Kathy Byrne t60-02 43rd Ave, Flushing, NY 11358

Scott Hanson 233 Oak Grove St, #306, Mpls, l,tN 55403

Eric Kane 109 Hicks Ln, Great Neck' NY 11024

Larry Peery P0 Box 8416, San Diego, CA 92102

Ed llrobel P0 Box 3463,, Arlington' VA 22203

,lim illeinel .7410 Nancy Ln, #1, Anchorage, AK 99507

BiII Highfield 2012 Ridge Rd E, Rochester' NY 14622

Tom Swider P0 Box t324, SUNY B, Binghamton' t{Y 1390t

Keith Sesler P0 Box 158, Fraser, ffi 48026

Don Ditter 65 S Main St, Florida' NY 10921

Cathy Cunning 5027 l6th St NE, Seattle, l{A 98105

Lee Kendter 4547 Benner St, PhiIIy, PA 19135

Lu Henry 6056 [averly, Dearborn Heights, fil 48127

John Kador 505 Znd Ave, Melbourne Beach, FL 32951

Jim Benes 417 S Stough St, Hinsdale, IL 60521

Roy Henricks 128 Deerfield 0r, Pittsburgh, PA 15235

Steve Arnawoodian 602 Hemlock Cir, Lansdale, PA 19446

Fred Davis 1427 Clairidge Rd, Baltinore, t4D 2l2il
PauI Rauterberg 4922 U l,lisconsin Ave, lli lwaukee, t{I 53208

James [oodson P0 Box 18645, Corpus Christi, TX 78416

Al Pearson P0 Box 898, Charles Toltn, UV 25414

The deadline for material to be published in H0L#7 (that's the issue after next),is MARCH 31, 1984.

But please don't wait until then - I'll be glad to publish anything s.nt E-mi before then, space permitting,
in #6, which should be coming out sometine next month, work schedule permitting.


